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newsvendor established in a sheltered corner. This he
opened, and standing on the pavement near the end
of Clewer Street, studied It with deep attention,
His patience was at length rewarded, A taxi turned
into Clewer Street, and pulled up at Number 7. A man
descended from it, and Dr. Priestley peered at him over
the edge of his newspaper. He was elderly, and moved
with more than a suggestion of stiffness of the limbs.
But none the less, he was smartly, not to say jauntily
dressed. And Dr. Priestley noticed that he wore a car-
nation in his button-hole, and carried a large bunch of
flowers.
He disappeared into the house, but Dr. Priestley,
seeing that the taxi waited, returned to the perusal of
his newspaper. A few minutes later the elderly gentle-
man reappeared, this time with Christine Vernier in his
company. They got into the taxi and drove off. Dr,
Priestley waited until they were out of sight. Then,
hailing a second taxi from a rank ru?arby, he returned
to his house in Westbourne Terrace.
Whatever Oldland might think of his proceedings, he
felt that he had not wasted his morning, He had made
the acquaintance of Christine Vennar, and had picked
up various fragments of information which could be
pieced together at his leisure. And, more important
still, he had an opportunity of judging her feelings
regarding the disappearance of her brother.
This was instructive, for it had been obvious that her
expressions of concern had been purely formal. They had
been framed, in fact, to meet the situation. They were
artificial, as artificial as her own complexion, And yet
their very lack of colour gave Dr, Priestley food for
thought. Did Christine Venner know what had hap-
pened to her brother? Or was it that she was merely
supremely indifferent to his fate?
In any case, it was clear that she did not propose to

